
NEW DIRECTING SCHOLARSHIPS
 FOR THE M.F.A. DEGREE PROGRAM 

IN DIRECTING/PRODUCTION
GIVING VOICE TO THE UNIQUE 

PERSPECTIVE OF ARAB WOMEN

UCLA School of Theater, Film and Television (UCLA TFT), 
based in Los Angeles, California U.S.A., serves as a premier 
interdisciplinary professional school that nurtures and develops 
outstanding humanistic storytellers, industry leaders and 
scholars whose diverse, innovative voices enlighten, engage 
and inspire change for a better world. 

Consistently ranked as one of the top elite entertainment and 
performing arts institutions in the world, the School offers an 
innovative curriculum that integrates the study and creation of 
live performance, film, television, animation and digital media 
under one roof. The School produces 250 student films, many 
of which showcase at major festivals around the world, and 12 
theater productions each year.

For information on how to apply for the M.F.A. degree 
program in Directing/Production, please visit 
http://www.tft.ucla.edu/mfadirectingscholarshipadmission.
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INFORMATION ON THE M.F.A. DEGREE 
PROGRAM IN DIRECTING/PRODUCTION
The UCLA TFT M.F.A. degree program in Directing/Production 
is a four-year graduate program designed to develop artists in 
film, television and digital media with an emphasis on humanistic 
visual storytelling. 

For more than half a century, UCLA TFT has trained students 
in the art and craft of filmmaking, while also expanding 
their understanding of the critical, theoretical and historical 
components of these art forms. The School’s goal is to infuse the 
highest standards of craftsmanship with imaginative freedom, 
innovation and a sense of social responsibility. Some of our 
distinguished alumni include:

• Alexander Payne (“The Descendants”)

• Francis Ford Coppola (“The Godfather”)

• Gina Prince-Bythewood (“The Secret Life of Bees”)

• Gore Verbinski (“Pirates of the Caribbean”)

• Patricia Cardoso (“Real Women Have Curves”)

• Valerie Faris (“Little Miss Sunshine”)

Our students are humanistic 
storytellers who use the power of story 

to illuminate our common humanity 
and make a difference in the world.

- Teri Schwartz, Dean
UCLA School of Theater, Film and Television

The new Directing scholarships for the M.F.A. degree program 
in Directing/ Production at the UCLA School of Theater, Film and 
Television (UCLA TFT) are designed to give voice to the unique 
perspective of Arab women.  The program is focused on the 
power of story to not only delight and entertain, but to make a 
difference in the world.

Women from the 22 Arab League countries are strongly 
encouraged to apply.

Three four-year scholarships are available and include the 
following (travel is not included):

• Full tuition

• Registration fees

• Housing

• Meals

• Books

If you are interested in applying for the M.F.A. degree program 
in Directing/Production, applications are due no later than
Monday, December 1, 2014.

Additional information on the scholarships can be found at 
http://www.tft.ucla.edu/mfadirectingscholarship.
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